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Debt Woes
“Nothing is easier than selfdeceit. For what each man
wishes, that he also believes to be
true.”
Demosthenes
(384—322 BC)

In an extraordinary and unprecedented effort to keep the American economy from grinding to a
halt over the last three years, the
US Federal Reserve introduced
two rounds of “quantitative easing” (QE) - printing money to buy
government bonds - as a temporary policy designed to increase
the money supply, keep interest
rates low and stimulate the economy.
QE was helpful in increasing inflation expectations and in pushing up risky asset prices by transferring risk from the private sector to the public sector. However
QE has failed from an economic
standpoint.
While the Fed was successful in
releasing a modest amount of pent
-up demand, and was certainly
successful in reviving speculative
activity, there was only a remote
prospect of creating a beneficial
"wealth effect" for the economy
as a whole. The historical evidence is emphatic that people
consume off of perceived
"permanent income" - not off of
volatile dollars. Wealth is driven
by the creation of long-term cash
flows through productive investment. There was no reason for
people to take much of a permanent signal from fluctuations in a

stock market that has lost more than
half of its value twice in a decade.1
To a large extent, the current softening
of economic conditions is really nothing more than the repeat of the deterioration seen in the summer of 2010. The
Fed is coming up on the can that it
kicked down the road when it initiated
QE2 last autumn.
The policy - playing for time - has
failed because it focused on easing
constraints (bank reserves, short-term
interest rates) that weren't binding in
the first place. Neither the Fed's policy,
nor the fiscal policy initiatives to date,
address the central challenge that the
U.S. economy faces: the debt burden
on households.
The problem is that people aren't
spending as they did in recent decades,
because that spending was largely debt
-financed, and the pressures now run in
the opposite direction. America still
hasn't restructured mortgage debt on
millions of homes that are underwater.
Property values are hitting new lows.
Hundreds of thousands of properties
are delinquent and yet the mortgages
are being carried by the banking system at face value. Banks, knowing this,
are clearly reluctant to extend their
balance sheets further. Government
deficits of nearly 10% of GDP are
presently required to cover the gap in
private incomes and spending. Indeed,
most of what is observed as personal
income growth is attributable to transfer payments from government.2
Deficit spending is unsustainable in the
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long-term and increasingly under
pressure in the short-term. Without
addressing the central problem of
household indebtedness and underwater mortgages, America’s economic growth may not be robust
enough to avoid more frequent recessions and near-recessions.
When QE1 wound down in the
spring of 2010, stocks and commodities took a nosedive, with only gold
managing to buck the trend, while a
surge in US bond-buying sent yields
tumbling. Housing struggled through
QE1 & QE2 and prices have slid
into a double dip. Many think that
the end of QE2, scheduled for the
end of June, will herald a similar fall
in stock, commodity and this time in
bond prices (yields will rise).
How high might bond yields go if the
Fed stops buying Treasuries? Bill
Gross, PIMCO’s bond manager, argues there “is overwhelming evidence . . . that existing Treasury
yields fail to adequately compensate
investors for the risk of holding them
when measured on an historical basis. ‘Who will buy them?’ remains a
critical question to be answered.”3
When the Fed initially embarked on
QE2, there was at least some amount
of hope that it would provoke a
strong economic response. If the Fed
were to embark on a version of QE3,
it would probably be much more difficult to convince an increasingly
sceptical public of the potential benefits, and the not insignificant risk of
political and international criticism,
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as well as moves to restrict the Fed's
independence.
Just how much scope for intervention
does the Fed have left? As of June 1,
according to the Fed's consolidated
balance sheet, the Fed is now leveraged 53-to-1 ($2.79 trillion in assets /
$52.6 billion in total capital). This is
more extended than Bear Stearns and
Lehman were just prior to their failure.
The principal difference being that the
U.S. Treasury, and by extension, the
U.S. taxpayer, is on the hook for any
losses incurred by the Fed.4
Even a "moderate" QE3 programme of
say $300 billion more Fed purchases
would simply create greater extremes,
and would compound the enormous
difficulty that the Fed will face when it
attempts to normalise policy. Extending this fiscal policy to another round
of spending would only amplify the
disruptive effect of any future Fed unwinding. The likelihood of QE3 proceeding is not worth contemplating
unless there is significant economic
and market weakness.5
A strong case against further spending
comes from Carmen Reinhart of the
Peterson Institute. In the fifteen crises

she studied with her husband, Vincent
Reinhart of the American Enterprise
Institute, policy responses varied
widely but the result did not: prolonged, subpar growth. The reason
was that all of the crises had a common cause: excessive debt that could
be corrected only by a long period of
deleveraging.6
American households have made a
start on this, but their debts are still
far above the pre-2000 trend.
Government debt is on a different trajectory. After years of budget deficits,
the US federal debt, excluding the
debt of entitlements (i.e. Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid), is now
close to 100% of GDP. The federal
debt does not include that of states or
municipalities either. And the American administration wants more debt.
The current battle over raising the
federal government’s debt ceiling is
driven not by careful consideration of
the economics but by ideology and
brinkmanship. Democrats refuse to
consider serious spending reforms.
Republicans reject higher taxes. Many
tea-party types would rather see
America’s government default than

compromise on spending. The result
is a perilous stand-off - and a growing
danger that America will have to
make drastic short-term spending
cuts, or perhaps find itself forced into
a technical default.7
This dangerous political brinkmanship
could also exacerbate the prevailing
uncertainty. Unlike households and
governments, companies are currently
sitting on piles of cash because they
are wondering how strong economic
growth will be. Politics gives them
more reason to sit on their hands
rather than investing and hiring immediately, providing a boost the American economy sorely needs.
Though economic logic suggests that
the American economy is going
through a rough patch, squabbling
politicians could all too easily turn it
into something more disruptive. There
is a real risk that the politicians’ stubbornness could lead to disaster.
Americans and their government have
too much debt. With fiscal and monetary options being closed off, US policymakers have only limited ways forward. However the impasse is resolved, America is in for a woeful
recovery.
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